The University and FHWS i-Campus

FHWS – University of Applied Sciences Würzburg-Schweinfurt

Information about the university
> One of the largest universities of applied sciences in southern Germany
> Degree programmes with a combination of theoretical and practical components
> Personal study groups
> Modern infrastructure and laboratories equipped with the latest technology
> More than 60 degree programmes at 10 faculties
> 9,100 students/200 professors (last updated: winter semester 19/20)
> Close collaboration with regional and transregional companies and enterprises

Location
> Situated in one of the most beautiful regions of Germany
> Two locations (appr. 40 km apart)
> Perfect starting point to discover Germany and Europe
> Major international airports at Frankfurt (116 km) and Munich (278 km) within easy reach

The Future Is What You Make of It – Studying on the FHWS i-Campus

International orientation
> Cooperation with more than 170 universities worldwide
> Students from more than 80 different countries
> Experience in international cooperation for more than 30 years

Be part of an international network of proficiency
> English degree programmes
> TWIN-Programmes (switch between languages and courses possible)
> Language classes
> Intercultural teams
> No tuition fees

Active integration into German on-campus student life
> Orientation Programme before start of semester
> Support programme and intercultural training during the semester
> Halls of residence in the immediate vicinity of the university

Getting geared up for the future
> A universally recognized German degree
> Qualification for successful careers in German and international working environments

www.international.fhws.de
Degree Programme
Logistics is the management of processes of planning, structuring, and controlling the flow of goods and information in companies, as well as between suppliers and customers throughout the supply chain. Logistics is one of the most important fields of career opportunities worldwide and the third biggest sector of industry in Germany. It is a complex task that requires planning, organisation, practicality, and technical skills. Therefore the degree programme at FHWS combines subjects in the field of IT, business administration, and technology. Graduates work in a variety of industries and sectors, including retail, manufacturing or transportation.

TWIN-Programme
The Bachelor’s degree programmes in English are structured in a similar way to the existing degree programme in German (TWIN-Programmes) which enables students to switch between courses and languages. It is possible to obtain a TWIN-Certificate which proves that students completed their studies in both languages and are perfectly qualified for successful careers in the German and international labour market.

Programme Structure
Basic subjects (Semesters 1-3)
(e.g. Mathematics, Physics, Analysis and Planning Methods in Logistics, Operations Management, Transportation Management and Forwarding, Technical Mechanics)

Advanced subjects (Semesters 4-5)
(e.g. Material Flow Systems/Technical Logistics, Supply Chain Management, International Logistics, Strategic Purchasing, Logistics Services, Projects in Industry, SAP lectures)

Internship (Semester 6)
20 weeks of internship

Completion of programme (Semester 7)
Bachelor’s thesis with seminar, soft skills courses
Graduates of the programme are awarded the degree Bachelor of Engineering (B. Eng.).

> Full-time
> The academic year always starts in October
> 100% taught in English

Admission Requirements
University entrance qualification
Certificate of completion of secondary education. Proof of previous higher education and qualifications (if applicable).

Knowledge of English
A solid knowledge of the English language (at least B2 level of CEFR) is required for studies at FHWS.

> TOEFL test with a min. of 83 points (Internet-based)
> IELTS with a min. of 6.0 points
> Cambridge Certificate on Advanced level (CAE)
> Cambridge First Certificate in English (FCE)
> UNIcert® Certificate, minimum level II (UniCert® II)

Knowledge of German
Non-native speakers must demonstrate knowledge of the German language at A2 level (GER). A certificate of A2 level in German can also be obtained within the first two semesters. The university will be organising special German classes for international students.

Internship
6-week technical internship that should be completed before the start of studies and which has to be organised by the students themselves. In some exceptional cases it can be completed during the first two semesters.

Completion of programme (Semester 7)
Bachelor’s thesis with seminar, soft skills courses
Graduates of the programme are awarded the degree Bachelor of Engineering (B. Eng.).

> Full-time
> The academic year always starts in October
> 100% taught in English

Tuition Fees
The German education system is state funded for German as well as international students, because education is of very high importance. Students at FHWS in Schweinfurt only have to pay an administrative fee of about € 90 per semester.

Application
Applications have to be submitted online and via post. You will find more information on terms and conditions on our website. Deadline for applications is 15 July for the following winter semester.

Support
All English degree programmes include German classes and intercultural training so as to ensure the best possible integration of international students. A special Orientation Programme before the start of the semester will help students to feel at home both at FHWS and in Germany. During the semester, various cultural events and other services are offered, e.g. guided tours, field trips, and workshops.